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Currently: Chinese defence policy is predicated on defence of the socialist political system. 

This makes the People’s Liberation Army (PLA - inclusive of army, navy, air and rocket, and 

strategic support forces) a guarantor of CCP rule. But it must also be competent in modern 

warfare, capable of protecting China’s expanding interests abroad; and a contributor to global 

stability through non-war missions like peacekeeping. The challenge for others is that China 

can be offensive in pursuit of territorial claims (South and East China Seas). The benefit is its 

desire to contribute to world peace by engaging in military-operations-other-than-war. 

Prospects: Power projection capabilities – especially naval and inclusive of bases – to protect 

China’s expanding interests. AI technology advances. Space and cyber capabilities are now 

overseen by the new Strategic Support Force and are to be used as support for integrated joint 

operations. Counter-terrorism will become increasingly important as China’s Belt & Road 

infrastructure projects become targets. 

Lesson: Focus on cooperation for common security benefits. This is what Australia does. It 

has a strategic partnership with China and engages in joint military exercises to build 

transparency and trust. China should be involved in as many cooperative arrangements as 

possible so as to build understandings between European and Chinese security interests.  
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